
 

 

The RIO Regular Investment Account 

This product is designed for regular investment or small lump sums. In order to address the 
overwhelming demand from the RIO membership for a mid to high risk regular investment product, 
we are launching the RIO Regular Investment Account. This product has been specifically designed 
for those members seeking to diversify their current portfolio, with the addition of a mid to high risk 
investment. Members should remember that together with the potential for higher gains must be 
the acceptance of higher risk.  

The RIO Regular Investment Account will be managed by William Gray who as members know 
manages all RIO Club Funds and investment accounts. Within the product William will be actively 
trading the currency markets, the largest liquid market in the world. As members know from 
William’s investment reports he has been actively trading currencies for over eighteen years. Indeed 
for the past three years his precision and accuracy in currency trading has benefited RIO Professional 
Investor’s Fund. The Fund’s historic data clearly show a significant gain has been realised on the back 
of successful trading executed in the currency markets.  

The new account will commence trading this month. William has already identified an investment 
opportunity in Dollar/Sterling and also in Yen/Dollar and will seek to place trades to capture 
potential gains envisaged from the predicted volatility of these currencies (in USD terms). Since 
there is also unparalleled opportunity remaining within the metals marketplace the account will also 
actively trade Gold and Silver, William has a vast experience in trading these commodities. Historical 
articles portray that the clubs fund manager has written extensively on both Gold and Silver for 
many years since 1998. 

The Fund’s asset allocation will also include upto 40% in internet marketing ventures. This will take 
advantage of low cost online digital products and the Fund will benefit from the high year on year 
increase of this global e-commerce.  RIO have hired analysts whose skills in this field span 11 years 
and this specialised and lucrative area offers exactly the kind of growth the Fund is targeting.  The 
Fund can utilise several online areas where the majority of the clients are businesses based in the 
UK, Plc companies with a long and successful trading history. 

The RIO Regular Investment Account is now available to RIO membership with target returns set 
at 18% per annum.  

Should any members be interested in this new account please contact me and I will send you the 
relevant terms and conditions together with the product profile and application forms for review.  

Finally, for those members who were at the spearhead of this product, requesting that we launch 
such an investment account, thank you for completing the appropriate application forms for inward 
investment. It is a fact that you have all been instrumental in its creation.  

 
Mat Williamson 
The RIO Club 
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